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Music Organizations Present

Annual Christmas Vespers

Christmas Season
Opens With Carols
At Prexy's House

Is umber 9

Awards Made Tonight
At Athletic Banquet

The annual program of Christmas
Vespers will be presented by the UniChristmas season for the University
versity of Maine musical organizations
At the Athletic Banquet which will be held tonight at 7:00 p.m.
begins at 7:00 next Wednesday eveon Sunday, December 9, at 4:00 p.m.
ning, at the Carol Sing given by Dr. in Room B North Estabrooke, letters and numerals will be
awarded
in the Alumni Memorial Gymnasium.
and Mrs. Hauck. All students are in- for the fall
sports
of
football
and
track.
Ted
Curtis
will
be
The general public is invited.
toastmasvited to celebrate the Nativity there.
Participating organizations in the
Singing Christmas carols is an ter and a member of the Athletic Board will make the awards. This
vespers program will include the Glee
American tradition older than all year will see the resumption of awards for participation in major
Clubs, the University orchestra, a
others. Traditionally, at Maine, the sports. The men who
will receive awards have participated in half
Brass Ensemble, and student soloists.
Carol Sing has been a popular event.
of
the
f000tball
games
or represented Maine in the New England
Years ago the students used to gather
A reading, "The Story of Christunder
cross-countr
the
spruce
y
meet.
trees
in front of the
mas," will be given by Miss Jean R.
President's House. There they would
Campbell '48 of Portland. Three stu—41 The men who will receive awards
sing through the evening.
dent soloists will be accompanied by
are as follows:
The modern generation, on colder
the Glee Clubs and the orchestra in
Varsity Football Letters: Leonard
nights, enjoyed being invited inside.
rendering Bach's Cantata *142, "For
Plavin,
Thomas Murray, Leroy HenThus, through a more comfortable
Us A Child Is Born." They are: soderson, Albert Miller, Richard Lemay,
prano, Arlene Tankle '47 of Lewiston;
evolution, the traditional Carol Sing
Leonard Korobkin, George Marsankis,
contralto, Betty P. Jenkins '46 of
went indoors. In the past few years,
Eugene Boutilier, John Chapman,
Fort Fairfield; and bass, Charles J.
President Hauck has invited all stuFrancis Linehan, Ralph Thompson,
Bagley, Jr., '46 of Centerville.
dents inside from beginning to end.
Glendon
Porter, Malcolm Colby, DonThe
University
of
Maine
has schedLast year the house bulged with
Congregational singing of two faald Buckley, John Day, Philip Muruled
a
three-day
program
of
lectures
students.
This year it will be better
miliar carols will be part of the prodock, Sheldon Sokol (Manager).
yet—with refreshments! In between and conferences with Dr. Stefan Osusgram.
Cross-country Letters: Edwin Forky.
former
Czechoslovakia
n
Ambascarols,
while
the students are resting
The entire program will be as folsyth, Roland Murdock.
sador
to
France,
for
Tuesday,
Wedtheir voices, Mr. Selwood will sing.
lows:
With this festive tradition, the Uni- nesday, Thursday, December 11, 12 13. Football Numerals: Robert JohnPrelude of Carols: Brass Ensemble
First appearance of Dr. Osusky will ston, William Small, Carl Holgerson,
versity of Maine will touch off the
Choral Prelude: Glee Clubs and Brass
be at a general assembly of students, Henry Gibbons, Henry Dombkowski,
Christmas
season.
Ensemble
faculty and public at 9:30 Tuesday Jack Woodworth, Robert Byers, WilCarol: 0 Come, All Ye Faithful
morning in the Alumni Memorial liam Wiggin, Melvin Lavine, Robert
Portuguese
Word has just been received from
Gymnasium. He will speak on "Eu- Gates, Richard Dwelley, Malcolm HayCongregation, Glee Clubs, Orchestra Washington from Professor Irwin
B.
rope's Political Future." On the same den, Gerard Poulin, William Walker,
Triumphal March
Shostakovitch Douglass,
evening at 8:00 in the Little Theatre Robert Savage, Edwin Webber, NorActing Head of the DepartOrchestra
he will lecture on "Russia and Asia." man Gray, John Royal, Herbert Rackment of Chemistry and Chemical EnHallelujah Chorus (From the
liff, Cecil Lancaster, Milton Kline,
The public is again invited.
Messiah)
Handel gineering, that Lt. Col. Wilber E. Dr. Donald Folsom, plant patholoJohn
Barnard, William Stickel, NichoWednesday
morning
the
lecturer
Glee Clubs and Orchestra
Bradt, on leave of absence as Head of gist, Maine Agricultural Experiment will
las Cutrules, Charles Maria, Philip
meet
with
a
class
in
European
Station, is attending the meeting of
Roumanian Shepherds Fantasy Velska the Department of Chemistry
Craig, Anthony Napolitano, Robert
and the New
England Division of the history for an informal talk and dis- Waterman.
Orchestra
Chemical Engineering, was killed by American
cussion with students and faculty at
Bring a Torch, Jeannette, Isabella
Phytopathological Society
10:00. Wednesday noon he will adAsst. Managers: Ralph Barnett,
French Caro/ the accidental discharge of a war sou- at New Haven, December 4 to 6. Dr.
James
the
dress
University
Faculty
Goodwin, Sumner Bernstein,
Seminar
venir
Folsom
is president of the New Englast Saturday morning. ProThe Virgin's Slumber Song . Reger
Herbert Peterson, Douglas Culpon.
on phases of the Russian revolution.
Ding-Dong, Merrily on High
fessor Bradt was in the basement of land Division.
Again on Thursday morning Dr. Cross-country Numerals: Ralph
French Carol his apartment preparing
Meeting with the society members Osusky will meet with history classes. Barrett, Donald Blake,
the souvenirs
Ronald Everett,
Glee Clubs
and trophies for shipment to his are also the plant disease specialists of Final meeting of his visit will be at Stephen Hopkinson, Aaron Nelson.
Kamenoi-Ostrow
Rubenstein friends. (The above
information comes the Middle Atlantic States and the 7:30 p.m. in an informal address to the
Orchestra
from Army Intelligence. It is not fruit-tree spray specialists of New International Relations Club in SteThe Story of Christmas
true that Professor Bradt took his England and New York. The scien- vens Hall. The general public will
Jean R. Campbell '48
tists will give special attention on their also be welcome to this meeting.
own life as was first reported.)
Bach's Cantata #142—
program
to new fungicides, potato disServing for twenty years as Am
Wounded twice in the Pacific cam"For Us A Child Is Born"
eases, and postwar training of students'bassador to France from Czechoslo
paigns,
Lt.
Col.
Bradt
was
perhaps
Glee Clubs and Orchestra
vakia, Dr. Osusky represented hi!.
one of the most decorated officers from in plant science.
Soloists:
Dr. Folsom is a scientist of national country there up to the outbreak of
this
section
of
the
state.
He
was
the
Arlene Tankle '47, Soprano
holder of the Legion of Merit, the Sil- repute and is recognized as an authori- World War II. In 1918 he was MinisCharles E. Crossland, acting busiBetty Jenkins '46, Contralto
ver
Star, with cluster, the Bronze Star, ty on diseases of apples and potatoes. ter to the Court of St. James and in ness manager for
Charles Bagley, '46, Bass
the University, rethe Distinguished Service Cross, and He is a member of the committees of 1919 Secretary General of the Czech cently stated
to an investigating com(Continued on Page Six)
the
Phytopathologi
American
cal
Conference.
SociPeace
delegation
the
to
the Purple Heart with cluster.
mittee from the General Student SenHe was an active participant in the ety on virus diseases, on diseases in He has represented his country in ate that the University stood ready to
Guadalcanal, New Guinea, and Luzon storage, transit, and market, on tech- various international conferences and construct and maintain a skating rink
campaigns and he was a veteran of nical terms, and on biological abstracts commissions and in the League of Na- for the benefit of the student body.
and the union of biological societies. tions Assembly.
two assault landings.
Mr. Crossland further stated that the
Student Senate must give the AdAt the University of Maine he was
ministration a guarantee to the effect
held in high esteem by his associates
The Women's Student Government and students who are saddened to
that the Senate will assume responsiAssociation is sponsoring the Victory learn of his death.
bility for the clearing of the rink after
Stamp Drive held here on campus
each snow fall. The Senate. confident
The following statement was made
from Monday, December 3, to Friday, by Paul Cloke, Dean of the College of
of cooperation from the student body,
December 7. This is not only the last Technology:
has made this guarantee and has apnational drive, but will also be the last
pointed a committee of three to enlist
"Professor
one
Bradt
our
was
of
bond and stamp drive which will be
"Oh, I love the winter weather, so afternoons and evenings, probably the aid of the students. After receivmost valued teachers. He was excelheld on the University of Maine camthe two of us can" ski and toboggan Monday and Friday. A season ticket ing the "go-ahead" from the various
lent in the classroom and a very able
pus.
and skate together. When we return for this tow costs one dollar and can men's dorms, this committee plans to
administrator.
The University has
The sale of stamps is being handled
after the Christmas vacation, the be purchased from your dormitory draw up a list of the dorms and after
loss. I feel his loss
by B. J. Durgin, chairman of the suffered a great
MOC's winter program will be under representative.
each heavy snow storm will notify the
inmuch
friend
very
personal
drive, with floor representatives of the as a
way. The much improved ski tow will
This year the Outing Club has found house next on the list that it is their
deed."
tipperclass women's dormitories, and
be running every week end, ski lessons it possible to again make available responsibility to dispatch a shoveling
by the house presidents of the freshwill be available for advanced as well ski instruction. Benny Bernard and crew to clear the rink.
man women's dormitories. Those who
as novice skiers, and Sunday trips to Dick Willis, whom you may have met
It is hoped that such a plan for snow
have been selling the stamps during
Bald and King's Mountains are on the at the WA A rally Wednesday evening, removal will prove
workable and that
are—North
Estabrooke:
this week
schedule.
are life-long skiers and are fully quali- the student skaters will have a decent
Vicky Hinds, Florence Bruce, Yvette
Those of you skiers who rode the fied to be the instructors. The lessons rink at their disposal during the winter
Plent. South Estabrooke: Marit Antow last year will appreciate the fact will be given on the ski slope, probMary Spangler is a member of the
derson, Betty Baker, Evelyn Shaw. Rifle team activity will be resumed that a new push-button-controlled elec- ably on Saturdays. In order that more
Skating Rink Committee and it is her
Balentine: Doris Foran, Phyllis El- in January following the Christmas tric motor has replaced the gasoline- can be accomplished, the
ski students job to solicit the women's dorms for
dridge, Elaine Perkins, Mary I.esinski. vacation. Challenges from several col- powered engine. The tow is now in will be divided into groups
according help with a shovel and/or the coffee
Elms: Rosernond Hammond, Muriel leges for postal matches have been re- two sections—one which runs to the to their ability. In skiing it is
espe- pot during snow cleat-in? operntion
Polley. Colvin: Janice Crane. Sigma ceived by the Military Department. foot of the slope and one which goes cially important to
gain a firm working
Chi: Helen McCuen. Phi Eta Kappa: All men students, whether or not in to the bottom of the basin just north knowledge of the fundamental
maneuJune Pulsifer. Kappa Sigma: Jean ROTC, are eligible to try out for the of the jumping ramp. This improve- vering of the skis
and the basic turns,
Miller. Delta Tau Delta: Joan Hesel- team.
ment should allow all skiers including for advanced skiing is developed from
ton.
Thomas Coulton '48 and Malcolm beginners to use the tow. Floodlights these. Thus the beginners will start
There will he an organizational
You have one day left to get your Colby '48 have been appointed as a have been installed so that night ski- by learning to climb hills,
then to snow meeting of the Baptist
stamps if you have not already done committee to make arrangements for ing and tobogganing will be possible. plow, to do
Group at 6:30
snow plow turns, then p.m. Sunday,
Dec. 9, in the MCA
so—see your dorm representative. This resumption of the team program. A As long as conditions permit, the tow stem turns and
work into stem chris- Reading Room.
Rev. Edward Keaziridrive will give you an opportunity to fill tentative date for the first meeting has will run Saturday afternoon from 1:30 ties, or as
far as the individual is an of the
Old Town Baptist Church
op your stamp books and to make your been set for January 7 at 7:00 p.m. in to 5:00 and Sunday from 9:30-12:00, capable of going.
The intermediates and Charles E.
O'Connor will be prescontribution to the fight for victory. the Armory.
1 :30-5:00, as well as certain week-day
(Continued on Page Two)
ent.
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Dr. Donald Folsom
Attends APS Meet

Sonias Gain Go-Sign
Rink Plans Move On
Volunteers Wanted

WSGA Stamp Drive
To End This Week

MOC To Hold Ski School;
Ski Tow To Run Weekends
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TIIE MAINE CAMPUS

Maine Masque Scores Success ..

•

by Ted Newhall
By Vickie Hinds
The Masque's choice of "Harriet"
as its first production of the year was,
perhaps. unfortunate. The life of a
mediocre authoress does not provide
—TO MAINE MEN
inspiring material for a play. The
IN THE SERVICE—
playwrights, Florence Ryerson and
Colin Clements, tried to put elements
of the heroic into the character of
Headquarters, 12th AAF, Italy. Lt. A $1500 prize contest open to all
Harriet Beecher Stowe, the woman Col. Charles F. Dexter, of Norwood, officially enrolled college students
whose book, written to assuage slavery, Mass., has been appointed assistant
ironically helped to set off the Civil chief of administrative staff of the throughout the United States has been
War. In this attempt the playwrights 22nd Tactical Air Command. Colonel announced by Tomorrow magazine,
managed only to burden the play and Dexter graduated from the University which has consistently sponsored the
the character of Harriet with quite a of Maine in 1936 and was a mechanical work of new and young writers.
few stilted and over-dramatic speeches. engineer before entering active service
The best short story and the best
However the Masque succeeded in in March, 1941.
article will each receive a first prize of
making the most of the amusing scenes
* * * * *
$500, while second prize in both of
in the play, and with the help of severRoger Levenson of Bangor, a grad- these categories will be $250.
al fine characterizations by the mem- uate of the University of Maine in
The choice of subject matter for
bers of the cast, a poor play became 1937, who has been serving in the both stories and
articles is left to the
very acceptable entertainment.
Air Transport command in the Ha- discretion of the contestants, although
In the title role, Barbara Mills had waiian Islands for nearly 2 years, was no theme is actually prohibited. Manua long and difficult part which she recently promoted to master sergeant. scripts will be judged solely on the
carried out very well, especially in the Before entering the service he was an basis of literary merit and clarity of
first act and part of the second act. announcer, script writer, and assistant expression.
She had a very expressive voice which news writer for WCOU, Lewiston,
The board of judges includes Allen
she adapted movingly to Harriet's Me. At the University of Maine he Tate of the University of the South;
varied moods. That the characteriza- was editor-in-chief of The Maine Cam- Professor William Blackburn of Duke
tion was not as effective in the last pus, and assistant editor of the Prism. University; Stringfellow Barr, Presi* * * * *
part of the play seemed to be more due
dent of St. John's College; and Dr.
to the preponderance of weighty
Elbridge William Pedder of North- Elizabeth Manwaring of Wellesley
speeches than to any letdown on her east Harbor, a former student at the College.
part. Pat Hutto, as Harriet's maiden University, has been recently disTomorrow, a magazine interested
sister, Catherine Beecher, improved charged from the Navy on the point
as the play progressed. She seemed to system. He is a veteran of 33 months' chiefly in public affairs, literature,
become more sure of herself and more duty in the Atlantic and Pacific, wears philosophy, education and science, with
completely in the spirit of the bus- ribbons for the American Area, Asia- emphasis on their development in the
tling, determined Beecher sister. Bob tie-Pacific with two combat stars, future, will publish both the prizeBrowne's portrayal of the professorial Philippine Liberation with two stars, winning story and article in its Dehusband of Harriet, Calvin Stowe, American Defense. and Good Conduct cember 1946 issue. However, all
won't be soon forgotten. He was com- and has been awarded the Purple manuscripts, whether or not they receive awards, will be considered for
pletely and delightfully in character all Heart.
publication.
* * * * *
through the play, and his preoccupide
scholarly character was a perfect foil
Betty L. Hansen of Westbrook, Me., Length of manuscripts may range
for the impulsive, emotional character has arrived in the Alaska-Western from 2500 to 5000 words. The notaof Harriet. As the tomboyish Stowe Canada Theater to serve the armed tion "Entry for College Contest" along
daughter, Georgie, Babs Hayden forces as an American Red Cross staff with the name and address of the conturned in one of the best performances assistant. She is a graduate of West- testant must appear on the envelope
in the play. She grasped and put brook High School and Gorham Nor- and also the first page of each manuacross the sensitive thoughtfulness that mal School and attended the West- script. Return postage must also be
Georgie hid beneath her frank care- brook Junior College. Portland, Me.. included.
free exterior. Outstanding perfor- and the University of Maine. Until
This contest closes on May 1. 1946.
mances were also turned in by Ross her Red Cross appointment, she taught All entries should be mailed to College
Dunbar as Harriet's indomitable fath- school in Gorham and in Rye, N. H.
Contest, TOMORROW, 11 East 44th
er, Dr. Lyman Beecher, and by Alvah
Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Ford as Henry Ward Beecher.
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Ski Tow - (Continued from Page One)
will take up where they need the most
practice, and the advanced group will
work on slalom and down hill racing
techniques. It is hoped, when you
buy your ski lesson ticket in the Bookstore or from your MOC dormitory
representative, that you will indicate
your approximate skiing ability and
also what time you will have free for
lessons. Since these lessons will commence the first week end after vacation, it will be necessary to bring back
your skiing equipment when you return. Skis can be checked on your
train ticket.
Sunday trips for skiing at Bald Mt.
will be sponsored, as well as to King's
Mt. At Bald there are intermediate
and experts' trails, while King's Mt.
provides a large open practice slope
with a 1,100 ft. tow.

the

Steins

Tomorrow Sponsors
Prize Contest For
All College Authors

Campus Calendar Houseparties Held
Fridu . December 7
Formal Dance:
Phi Gamma Delta
9:00-1 :00
Informal Dances at:
Colvin. Delta Tau Delta,
Beta House
8:00-11 :30
Saturday, December 8
Informal Dances at:
SAE, Theta Chi, ATO,
Sigma Nu
8:00-11 :30
Vic Dance—Phi Kappa Sigma
8-11:30
Sunday, December 9
Sunday Service
MCA Recognition Service—LT
6:30-8:00
Tuesday, December 11
Women's Forum—
So. Estabrooke Rec, Room 4:30
Wednesday, December 12
Home Ec. Club Christmas
Party—Merrill Hall
7:45

This Weekend With
Most Dorms Open
This week end another attempt to
return to the pre-war social customs
of house parties will be made. Last
spring several houses held parties,
with Phi Eta Kappa holding a formal
dance. The same group will hold a
formal dance this year at Phi Gamma
Delta. It will be the only formal
dance this week end and it is restricted
to the members of the house and their
guests. The only other men's house to
hold a dance Friday night will be the
Beta Theta Pi house, while Colvin and
Delta Tau Delta are planning parties.
Saturday night will see vic dances
at nearly all the men's houses. SAE,
Theta Chi, ATO, and Sigma Nu will
hold vic dances while Phi Gamma Delta will have a hay ride and vic dance.

MCA Staff Drive
Starts This Week

BE

CORRESPONDENCE

The Maine Christian Association
A letter from an editor—
University Staff Drive for funds for
1945-46 starts this week and will con- Twice, now, we students have been
subject to the didactic statements—via
tinue through the month of January.
"Correspondence"—of somebody who
Canvassers will call upon University calls himself GI. The first letter atstaff members for contributions for the tempted to establish an ideal which
support of the M.C.A.
the author expected us to live up to.
The M.C.A. is the campus religious Contradicting his own thesis, that the
organization for University of Maine individual should establish_ for himself
students. It carries on many activities some guiding ideal, GI proceeded to
including the following: University dose us with his own motivation.
Sunday Morning Worship Services, The second letter gives us a clue as
Discussion Groups on Current Prob- to the reason for such a half-thoughtlems, Christmas and Easter Vesper out procedure. In it, he remarks that
Services, Picnics, Dances, and Week- he expected school to be a place where
End Retreats. The organization of- "he would be led upward." He came
fers its facilities to the various religi- to Maine, apparently, with the fire of
ous groups for special religious ser- curiosity burning in his heart. The
vices.
age-old quest for knowledge is a
Gifts from the University staff are worthy one, and GI is obviously aware
used for the general administration of of this fact. He says: "We have an
the M.C.A. and for the maintenance opportunity of absorbing ... that which
has taken men thousands of years to
of the building and equipment.
learn,
hundreds more to put in writfor
The student M.C.A. canvass
funds held earlier in the fall was very ing."
successful and it is hoped that the True, the opportunity to absorb
University Staff canvass will be as knowledge abounds in our classrooms
good.
(Continued on Page Six)
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"More fanm. life
for
New developments, offering advantages of speed and
economy in construction,are being fully used in our program for extending and improving farm telephone servi,
e.
mechanical
pole-hole
Among these are
diggers and
plows for burying wire underground. Sturdier steel wild
that permits longer srans will require fewer poles.
And we are experimenting with "power line carrier"
to provide telephone service over rural electric lines.
Radio, too, is being studied for use in connecting more
isolated sections with telephone exchanges.
Providing more and better rural telephone service is
part of the Bell System plans for constantly improving
nation-wide communications service.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
•
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bYCliff R'hitten

A great Army football team com- son compared with 503 in 1944. Satpleted its second straight season with- urday's victory ran Army's winning
out being beaten or tied by winning strake to 18 games, and with
both
its traditional game with Navy, 32-13, Blanchard and Davis coming back
at Philadelphia last Saturday. The next year, it's not impossible that
the
Cadets started off by scoring three Cadets might be one of the few teams
touchdowns in the first period and it in the country to go three years in a
looked like another run-away victory row without a defeat.
The crowd of 102,000 (including
for Army, but the Middies had different ideas. They came back strong at President Truman) that attended the
the beginning of the second period Army-Navy game in Philadelphia was
and stopped the Army offensive cold, more than matched by the 103,000 that
actually outscoring them, 13-12, dur- turned out to watch Southern Califoring the last three periods. The Ar- nia beat UCLA, 26-15, and win the
my's offensive was somewhat limited, right to play Alabama in the Rose
however, by their refusal to risk an Bowl. It will be the ninth time in
aerial attack in the face of the strong the 32-year history of the Rose Bowl
wind that prevailed throughout most that the Trojans have had the opporof the game. Passing was a risky tunity of representing the West in the
business as the Navy found out when big New Year's Day classic. Alabama
Blanchard intercepted one of their has played in the Rose Bowl more than
passes and ran it back 45 yards for a any other eastern representative so it
touchdown. Blanchard scored three will be an old story for the two teams,
of Army's touchdowns and Davis ac- with Alabama matching Harry Gilmer,
counted for the other two, running their great passer, against a powerful
their scoring records for the season to Trojan running attack spearheaded by
114 and 108 points respectively behind Ted Tannehill.
Walt Trojanowski of Connecticut, The present setups for the New
who finished the season with 22 touch- Year's Day games are: Rose Bowl
downs for 132 points. Walterhouse's (Pasadena)—Alabama vs. Southern
two conversions brought his season California; Sugar Bowl (New Ortotal of points after touchdown to 44, leans)—Oklahoma Aggies vs. St. Maonly three less than his last year's ry's; Orange Bowl (Miami)—Holy
record of 47, despite the fact that Cross vs. Miami University; Cotton
Army scored only 412 points this sea- Bowl (Dallas)—Texas vs. Missouri;
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Photo by Ted Newhall

Sun Bowl (El Paso)—New Mexico
vs. Denver; Flower Bowl (Jacksonville)—Lane College (Jackson, Tenn.)
vs. opponent not yet named; Vulcan Bowl (Birmingham)—Tennessee
State vs. opponent not yet named; Oil
Bowl (Houston)—Neither team yet
By Steve Notis
By Steve Notis
named; Shrine Bowl (San Francisco)—East All-Stars vs. West AllWhat kind of basketball tea mwill
The annual intramural basketball
Stars; Blue vs. Gray (Birmingham, we have this year? A week after race got
under way last Monday night
Dec. 29)—North All-Stars vs. South Christmas vacation, X, the unknown with
the boys from S.A.E., A.T.O.,
All-Stars.
quantity, will meet a known force and Phi Kap., Hannibal Hamlin,
and TheOvershadowed by the Army-Navy then the results of the question will be ta Chi
getting off to fast starts. The
and the Southern Cal.-UCLA games complete.
first games of the year found teams in
was Great Lakes' surprise upset over
When the Bears on January 10th nip and tuck battles, and it looks like
Notre Dame (previously beaten only
meet the Rhode Island Rams. Coach another photo finish when the teams
by Army) 39-7.
Keaney's cagemen will provide the come racing down the home stretch.
Rose-Bowl-bound Alabama scored known quantity. We may feel asIn the first game of the evening a
five times in the last 18 minutes of sured that Coach Keaney will field an- strong
S.A.E. team did the expected
play to crush Mississippi State, 55-13o other quintet studded with topflight and
won over the Off-Campus men by
while once-beaten Tennessee walloped performers.
a 31 to 19 score. The Phi Kaps were
Vanderbilt 45-0. Georgia, paced by
Meeting a strong club in his first victorious over the Phi Gams in the
Charlie Trippi, defeated Georgia Tech
contest puts Coach Allen in a tough wildest scoring exhibition of the eve33-0. Louisiana State beat Tulane
spot. In the first game of the year he ning. The scoring punch of Howes
33-0, and Yale came through about as
must try to feel out the hoop candidates and Gillis provided for a 42 to 35 vicexpected in trouncing Harvard, 28-0.
who have shown promise. These hope- tory. Jinx and Clement paced the
In the few remaining games Tulas fuls must be given a test under actual losers.
squeezed by Hondo Army Air, 20-18; fire. It is only natural that the maThe upset of the evening found the
North Carolina defeated Virginia, 27- jority of these players who will be A.T.O.
team winning over a highly
18; Oregon nosed out Oregon State, performing in their first collegiate bas- rated
Lambda Chi quintet. Campbell
13-12; Wake Forest won over Clem- ketball game will commit errors. These and
Mullins played a brilliant floor
son, 13-6; Baylor beat Rice, 17-14; mistakes, which will be overcome by game for
A.T.O. and deserve much of
California took over St. Mary's Pre- experience, must be overshadowed by the
credit for the 29 to 19 victory.
flight, 6-0; and Southern Methodist hard play and a do or die desire for
The final game found Theta Chi
walloped Texas Christian, 34-0.
victory.
spanking the boys from North Hall
With the football season completed
The Bears this year look miles per 35 to 24. Ray Bishop,
Theta Chi right
except for the post season games and hour faster than last year's team. forward,
sparkled for the winners and
a few scattered contests next week, They have scrimmaged against ASTP Galleger played
well for North Hall.
basketball can be expected to take over quintets and are now beginning to
The teams will resume action next
Photo by Ted Newhall the spotlight. The high school season function as a unit. Coach Allen, in an Monday night. If
this week's games
really gets under way this week in effort to get the Rhode Island victory are a
sample of what is in store for
Eastern Maine with Foxcroft playing scalp dangling from his belt, has the
remainder of the intramural seaBangor and Bar Harbor playing at worked the team hard to put the play- son, certainly
Wally should be conTHE WORLD'S MOST HOVORED WATCH
Old Town, both on Friday night.
ers in top physical shape before the gratulated for the fine
start. The
Christmas vacation.
teamwork and enthusiasm displayed by
Vickery,
sessions
recent
practice
In
the boys show that the practice ses• a 6 foot 2 inch guard, has looked im- sions of the past few
weeks have been
For your CHRISTMAS
pressive. He is outstanding on the de- most profitable. If interest
remains as
GIFTS—
fense and a dangerous set shot. His high for the remainder
of the intralong passes keep the opposing guards mural season, the University's
Give photos
broad
guessing and make a fast break possi- intramural program
THE COYNE STUDIO
will be off to a
ble. His all-round play and competi- fine start. This program
will give
BANGOR, ME.
tive spirit make him almost a certainty active participation in a
competitive
• to start in one of the guard posts.
sport to the highest possible number
of men.

Basketball Algebra SAE And A TO
Lets Bears Become 'Stars On Winter
Unknown Quantity Intramural Court

9111R,:i itig14,9„,

1

Hillson's Tailor Shop
CLEANING AND PRESSING
Specializing in Ladies'
Gowns and Drew*
Mill St.
Orono

•

Compliments
of

Monhegan s Market
78 No. Main St., Old Town, Mc.

SPORTSWEAR

Next week's schedule: Dec. 10
Teams
Time Court
Off-Campus-LC A
7:00
1
SAE-PKS
7:00
2
Beta-North Hall
8:00
1
ATO-PGD
8:00
2
HHH-SN
9:00
1
Theta Chi Practice
9:00
2

•

JACKETS -

The Compliments
of the

SWEATERS — SLACKS

.arrier"

lines.
g more

56

44

Football Squad

Cross Country Team

fe

ed and
ur pro4ervi, .
!rs and
.el wit 13
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COLORFUL WOOL PLAID SHIRTS

SPIFFY INVISIBLE
COLLAR

PARAMOUNT
22-26 P. 0. Sq.

k Nt :1 111)SIFIRY — FOOTWEAR

"STAY DOWN"

Keeps your collar points down
Bangor. Me. j

—Only

•

25e

At

M. L. French & Son Co.

JUN J. NISSEN BAKING CORI'.

110 Exchange St.

Blue Ribbon Bread and Mrs. Carter's home Style Bread
(Enriched with Vitamin B,)

Bangor

DOUGHNUTS — CAKES — PASTRIES
45 Columbia Street

•

Bangor, Maine

PARK'S itrrArtiVil;
PLUMBING

SL IIIEATI1NG

'1-17 MILL ST. ORONO, MAINE
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Christmas Shopping Becomes
Bane of Reporter's Existence

The Maine Campus
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the University
of Maine. Entered as second-class matter at the post office, Orono, Maine. Subscription: 511W per term. Local advertising rate: 501 per column inch. Offices on second
and thi-d doors, MCA building. Telephone extension 51. Member Associated Callegiate Press. Represented for national advertising bT National Ad•ertising_Ser•
vitae, Inc, College Publisher's Repreaentative, 420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Question of the Week

The

Chan I Join?

Yes—it by joining you can broaden
"Try something on Christmas shop- the clerk has a notion we won't find yourself in respect to scholarship, soping," the Ed said.
any hair nets. No. 23 started out cial development, and leadership.
"Okay," agreed the reporter blandly, with ten thousand dollars in stock and
No—If you just want to be excluEDITOR
JOHN CLEMENT never dreaming that within forty-eight ended up with a shoestring, reversing sive.
Associate Editor
Charlene Lowe hours she would be screaming for a the proverbial Alger story. We might
Make-Up Editor
Gerry Small relatively simple assignment, such as find something in the kiddies' depart- Yes—if by joining a sorority you
can make college mean more to you.
Assistant Editors
Joan Greenwood, Russell Bodwell, Mary Marble
ment upstairs.
Contributing Editors
Sandy Adams, Cee Pavey an exposition of the atomic theory, or
No—if your purpose is just to get a
On the kiddies' floor a super-sales- pin.
Sports Writers
Steve Notis, Cliff Whitten, Jerry Rogovin, Bill Vasquez a discussion of the functions of the
Reporters—Joan Look, Bonnie Andrews, Martha Leeman, Val Warren, World Court, or instructions on how man in high gear took over. "Do you
Yes—if you are able to meet the
to set up a deck chair with one hand have a younger brother or an older
Barbara Mills, Lala Jones.
Cub Reporters—Miriam Kochakian, Mary Jane Hoyt, Margaret Watson, tied.
father? No—yes. Then you will cer- financial obligations.
Jean Campbell, Pauline Marcous, Raymond Braune, Grace Griffin, David
Christmas shopping? Nothing to tainly be interested in our latest model No—if you really can't afford it.
Rodgers, Clair Chamberlain, Don Gross, Terry Garcelon, Dorothy Jordan.
All five sororities on this campus
it.
Everybody's Christmas shopping. electric train. Has sixty feet of cirBusiness Manager
Helen Herrick
stand
for scholarship, loyalty to the
cular
track,
Pullman
accommodations,
Circulation Manager
Nancy Chase Well, practically everybody—except and
University and to each other, personal
a
whistle
that
blows
'huba-huba'
reporter.
the
Say,
idea.
there's
an
Advertising Manager
Fay Jones
integrity, and high ideals. To join
Subscription Manager
Alice Fonseca While gathering the sadistic statistics, at every crossing. Of course, they're any one of these groups is
to join a
Circulation—Jessie Cowie, Mary Hollingdale, June Jacobsen, Nancy White, why not sift the gift list that's been not yet off the assembly line. We're
Margaret Gorham, Katie McCann, Barbara MacNair, Beth Clement, Lois shoved around the desk drawer ever having a little difficulty with the robot strong national organization, so memHovey, Phil Hammond, Jane Barnes, Toni Doescher, Peg Spaulding, Anne since the There-are- — -days-until- engineer who insists on saying bership will not cease to have meanWoods, Helen Fortunes, Doris Stanley, Jackie Brown, Marit Anderson, Joan Xmas warning appeared. Kill two 'Blonde, brunette, or redhead?' be- ing after college but go on throughout
Chellis, Dorothy Goodnow, Mary Grace Tibbetts, Lancy Carter, Conny Coyne, birds with one stone. Why not? We'll fore he blows the whistle. Next— your life. All groups are worthy of
Jan Scales.
membership, and you are urged to
shoot the nots to you, tots. Your at- have you a younger brother?"
make your decisions independently.
tention. please, to the story of the sad
Oh, well, even the Marx Bros. had
sack who went home without so much their lucid moments so maybe there's A sorority can help you if you will
help it.
as a Christmas seal for a mascot.
some hope for that jer—I mean, clerk.
First the inquiring reporter decided
There was one man who could have
to do a little research work on the helped if anybody could. Red suit, friends' stockings—and, by the way,
All of us who read the daily newspapers are familiar, in part at shopping problem. She searched and white beard, jolly
laugh—you know speaking of stockings (sotto voice),
least, with the strikes that have tied our automobile manufacturers researched for someone with foresight, who. We won't pause to describe the if you know where I can get hold of
ambition, and currency who had al- scribe being lined up before him with a pair of nylons, I wish you'd let me
hand and foot. We cannot get new cars in any large number this ready
disposed of the Yuletide chores. a squad of
admirers aged two know.
year; we must be content with those we now have. Automobile tires She found oversight, lethargy, and re- to six. Thefaithful
Retreating from Santa's banter, the
dialogue ran thusly:
are not yet on the market in plentiful quantity. The only bright spot currency of the same old phrases: "Santa Claus, what do you have to doleful reporter repaired to the ediDecember 25," "I say about the
in the autoist's life today is the release on gasoline rationing. That, "But it's weeks tillClaus,"
shopping situation? At torial office to pound out a letter
"My assets the rate we're going
to her Congressman proposing that
believe in Santa
there'll be nothing
too, has a fatalistic shadow lurking in the background, a nemesis to are frozen."
but holes in the Christmas stockings." Christmas be observed at an arbitrary
future date—the day on which everyjudge us for the rest of our days if we do not take care.
With a tsk-tsk for these zany Janes "Now, now, we mustn't be
impabody has wound up his, her, or its
herarmed
reporter
the
Take one slippery winter road, four well-worn automobile and slow Joes,
tient, must we? Remember, there used shopping.
self with a pencil and paper, gift list, to be a war on. Santa will
take care
tires, and a car that is probably six years old, and you have a tried and shopping bag and marched in
all his little friends," gasped Mr.
and tested recipe for a dish of grave danger. We are going to have where angels fear to tread during the of
Claus, disentangling his beard from
it handed out to us within the next few months in quantities that season of Advent—the downtown shop- the persistent grasp of a four-year-old
district.
skeptic. As he disposed of the juvewill scare the living daylights out of us. It's a concoction that's go- ping
I
She came upon a midday clear, and nile delinquency problem by
shoving
ing to make us sick and we have to take it whether we like it or not. lo! where once there were counters it head
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
first into a nearby sandbox, he
If you don't think so, keep your eyes on the box scores of auto- neatly piled with saleable merchandise, left this heartening word with the dis73 No. Main St., Orono
appeared to be a Mother heartened reporter,
mobile deaths in Maine and throughout the nation in the days just she saw what
Dial Orono 621
"Don't you worry,
Hubbard nightmare.
Santa
will
take
care
of
filling
his
ahead. And the college student, be he driver or just plain pedestrian, "The cupboards are bare?"
a
•
has an even chance to come through if he keeps his eye on the old "Oh, yes," nodded the clerk cherrily,
All sold
man with the scythe, and if he is nimble and mentally alert enough "This was the cravat counter. Ha-ha."
out. Can you tie that?
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN BITS
to jump aside when the old man starts swinging in his direction.
There went Cousin Willie's tie off the
The comparison of motor traffic deaths and war fatalities is an list. Might try to get some hair
old, old story to most of us. It shouldn't be necessary to tell you nets for Mrs. Kettelsponger."
"Hair nets? They would have been
now, after all the newspapers have said on the subject, about the on the notion counter, No. 23." But

Death Rides Again!
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casualty risk being greater, as far as the motorist and pedestrian are
concerned, than it is for the men who fight in the ranks. It may
help, however, and it won't hurt to remind you again.
If you are a motor vehicle operator, won't you observe the safe
driving regulations when you take your trip home for the holidays,
or when you take the girl friend out for that Sunday drive? Won't
you watch for the careless pedestrian who walks the road at night
and for the heedless school child who dashes so recklessly into the
path of your onrushing vehicle? And, last but not least, won't you
try to keep your car in a reasonable state of repair? - - - Because
death rides the highways again!
Clair H. Chamberlain

MCA Continues
Community Projects

carry out these projects, and anyone
interested should come to the next
meeting.

The next meeting of the MCA ComPatronize Our Advertisers
munity Projects Committee will be
held Friday, December 7, at 3:30 in a
the MCA. At the last meeting the
students volunteered to serve dinners
Spruce's .Cog kodge
in Orono High School, to take care of
veterans' babies, to chop wood for
Meals and Lunches
those disabled, and to shovel out sidewalks.
Breakfast-7-10:45
Many more volunteers are needed to
Lunch-12-2
Dinner-5-7
FOR SALE

Closed Every Saturday

Black velvet evening wrap
with ermine collar 12-14

We solicit your Patronage

Pink moire evening gown 12
Black gabardine suit 12-14
Hat to match
Raccoon coat 38
Telephone Bangor 22381
after 5:30 p.m.

•
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BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

I

Old Town Bus Terminal

OPERA HOUSE

SANDWICHES OF ALL KINDS

BANGOR

O

htembor'Federal Reservo Bank

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With terelv• offices In
Eastern Main•
Member Fed•rakl Deposit Insurance Corp.

OUR SPECIALTY—EXQUISITE DIAMONDS

110111 and NOVES. Jewelers
25 Hammond St

Bangor, Mc

Thurs., Fri., & Sat., Dec. 6-7-8
"THAT'S TIIE SPIRIT"
starring
Jack Oakie and Peggy Ryan
with June Vincent, Arthur
Treacher, Johnny Coy, Andy
Devine, and Buster Keaton
Sun., Mon., Tues., & Wed.
Dec. 9-10-11-12
"TOO YOUNG TO KNOII "starring
Joan Leslie and Robert Hutton

BIJOU
BANGOR
Wed., Thurs., & Fri.,
Dec. 5-6-7
"DANGEROUS l'ARTNERS"
starring
James Craig and Signe Hasso
with Edmund Gwenn, Audrey
Totter, and Mabel Paige
Sat., Sun., Mon., & Tues.
Dec. 8-9-10-11
"WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL
HARGROVE"
with Robert Walker, Keenan
Wynn, Jean Porter, Chill Wills,
Hugo Haas, William "Bill"
Phillips, and Fred Essler
Your favorite GI and French
Mademoiselle ... Oh! Oh!

I

5TRPI
\ID
ORO\0
Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 5-6
Double Features
"CAPTAIN EDDIE"
with
Fred MacMurray, Lynn Bari
Plus
-WITHIN THESE WALLS"
with Thomas Mitchell,
Mary Anderson
6:30-8:17

hicit With B

Fri. & Sat., Dec. 7-8
"JOHNNY ANGEL"
George Raft, Claire Trevor
Plus Two Shorts
Sat. Mat. 2:30-6:30---8:17

"FRE
011 1

Sun. & Mon., Dec. 9-10
"RHAPSODY IN BLUE"
with
Joan Leslie, Robert Alda
Short—What Every Veteran
Should Know
Sun. Mat. 3:00-6:30-8:50

*No mat
don't let I
down. "F
chilled bo
the job. 1
Work goe

Tues., Dee. 11
"CIIEATERS"
with
Joseph Schildkraut, Billy Burke
Two Shorts
6:30-8:17
\N ed. & Thurs., Dec. 12-13
Double Features
"FLAME OF BARBARI
COAsri
John Wayne, Ann Dvorak
Plus
"CARIBBEAN MYSTERY'.
with
James Dunn, Sheila Ryan
6:30-7:35

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35$ to 5 o'clock

On Y01
"Fresh
Up"
with...

Distr
C. LE
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A decided shift from the long play pendent plate's, the latest of which,
The sorority rushing season of 1945
m the tear-jerking war ballads and "Memphis in June," he
does in the will come to a close this week with
occasional jump tunes is being eviThe presentation of two Seal awards
movie Johnny Angel.
the final rushing parties. Invitations
denced more and more in the recent
highlighted
were
to
issued
the program at the annuthe freshman and transMoving along at a quicker tempo we
releases of popular records.
fer
women
Monday.
on
December
3.
al
Field
Hockey
Rally in the Women's
A goodly portion of the composers find the inevitable zany novelty numThe sorority bid lists must be comGym on ‘Vednesday evening. The two
and arrangers are being kept busy ber. At present it's the catchy "Chickdreaming up new ballads, and new ar- cry-Chick" with two equally fine ar- pleted by Tuesday morning and rushgirls receiving this highest award ofBy Andrews lk Look
rangements of old ones, for the numer- rangements offered by Sammy Kaye ees will sign their preference lists on
fered by the WAA were Esther Libby
ous swoon artists. Newest of these for Victor, and Gene Krupa for Co- Tuesday afternoon in the Faculty
Sally McNealus, winter sports and Nora Chipman.
are two Frank Sinatra specialties. The lumbia. Kitty O'Day handles the vo- Room, South Stevens, between 12:45 manager, announces that winter sports
To be eligible for this award a girl
first, "Brahms Cradle Song," is from cal on the latter, while the entire Kaye and 3:00. Bids will be issued on Wed- equipment is now ready and available must have accumulated
1,125 WAA
nesday
morning,
December
Choir
get in on the former disc.
12, and at to women students. There are plenty points
Frankie's newest picture, The House
for participation in athletics
A number of new jump tunes are 1:00 p.m. Bow pinning will be held in of skis, snowshoes, snow scooters, and and other activities
I Live In, with a song written especialassociated with the
ly for his four-year-old daughter en- offered for all you hep-cats. Two the individual sorority rooms.
toboggans.
WAA.
titled "Nancy, With the Laughing brand new numbers by the popular
When you use the equipment you are
Esther Libby received the award for
Reverend Arthur Blowens, pastor
Face" on the reverse side. Another Stan Kenton band are "Artistry
asked to comply with the regulations Hockey (4 years), Basketball (3
Congregational
of
the
Church
Norof
Columbia twosome by the Swoon King Jump," a take-off on his fine theme
concerning it. They are posted in full years), All-Maine Basketball (3
which are proving popular is "Home- song, "Artistry in Rhythm" and "Bul- way, will be the guest speaker at the in the South Estabrooke
Locker Room years). Assistant Basketball Manager
Theatre
Little
Sunday
service
at
10:45
sick That's All" and "A Friend of boa Bash," which features some real
where the equipment is kept.
(junior year), and All-Maine Hockey
Yours," from the picture The Great hot chorus work by his fine tenor a.m.
(senior year).
BASKETBAL
Rev.
Blowens
has
L
been
TOURNAMEN
active
very
T
man, "Boots" Mozoola. This is a
John L.
in youth work, and has had a great SCHEDULE-1945-46
Nora Chipman was awarded the
Also from the last mentioned picture Decca release. And for those Boogie deal of experience with young people.
Seal
for participation in Hockey (3
Thurs., Dec. 6, 4:30—Sigma Chi
is grandma and granddad's old favor- fans Columbia offers Frankie Carle's
The student leaders of the service
years), Basketball (2 years), Volleylatest,
"Carle
Boogie."
While
the
ite, "Since You Were Sweet Sixteen,"
House vs. Salentine Slick Chicks
will be Winona Edminster '47 and Bill
ball (2 years), Tennis (second place
a heart-warming ballad done for Dec- eagerly awaited release of Jose Itur- Chesebrough '47.
Fri., Dec. 7, 3:30—Alumnae vs. Kappa winner
freshman year), All-Maine
^a by the Mills Brothers in their usual bi's latest, a special boogie arrangeSigma House
Christmas music will be furnished
Hockey
team
(sophomore and junior
ment
of
the
old
"Three
Blind Mice,"
inc style.
by the choir and an instrumental quar- Fri., Dec. 7, 4:30—Balentine Little years), Health Program (2
which
he
does
years),
in
his
new
movie,
is
Bullets vs. Colvin Hall
Speaking of old favorites, Hoagy
tet.
and sophomore class leader.
Sat., Dec. 8. 10:00—Off-Campus vs.
Carmichael's immortal "Stardust" soon to be on the market.
Other awards made were as follows:
Two hilarious numbers by the comiKappa Sigma House
comes up again for the umpteenth
Ne parlez-vous francais? No? Then
Chevrons—Luc
ia Packard; Letters—
cal
Spike Jones outfit are their zany here is a brief summary of the French Sat., Dec. 8, 11:00—North Estabrooke
time in a new arrangement by the
Morna Kimball, Pauline True, Marivs. South Estabrooke
popular Ginny Sims for Columbia arrangements of "Holiday for Strings" Club meeting in English. The meeting
on Crocker, Mary Smith, Betty Perrecords. Since turning his hand to do- and "Sleepy Lagoon." The latter was held in the MCA Building. Brad Tues., Dec. 11. 4:30—Alumnae vs. Phi
kins; Numerals—Barbara Gammell
Eta Kappa
ing vocals in the cinema, Hoagy has'bears the title "Drip, Drip, Drip, Haskell gave an interesting talk in
'49,
Judy Dennison '48, Jacqueline
Sloppy
Lagoon."
In
keeping
with
Thurs.,
the French on his experiences in France
Dec. 13, 4:30—Delta Tau Delturned out several fine blues on indeBrown '47, Cecil Pavey '46, and Milhumorous vein, Decca has just re- where he attended the University of
ta vs. Sigma Chi House
dred Byronas '46.
leased a platter of sure hits by those Nantes. This talk was followed by Thurs., Jan. 13, 4:30—Colvin vs.
At this time announcement was also
top
two
artists Bing Crosby and Bob general discussion and questions.
Kappa Sigma
made
of the girls chosen on the AllHope. The first is "Road to MorocFri.,
Jan.
4,
3:30—North
Estabrooke
singing
Dr. Klein led the group in
Maine Hockey Team. They are as
co," from their picture of the same French songs. After this there was a
vs. Sigma Chi House
name, and "Put It There, Pal," from short business meeting over which Fri.. Jan. 4, 4:30—Balentine Little follows: Left Wing—Cecil Pavey '46;
Left Inner—Polly True '48; Center
their much-talked-about "Road to Janice Brown presided. The members
Bullets vs. Phi Eta Kappa
Utopia."
of "Le Cercle Francais" are going to Sat., Jan. 5, 10:00—Delta Tau Delta Forward—Rusty Chute '46; Right Inner—Mary Libby '46; Right Wing—
vs, Salentine Slick Chicks
I Two Bing Crosby numbers brought try to obtain a French movie to be
Sat., Jan. 5, 11 :00—Colvin Hall vs. Betty Perkins '46; Left Halfback—
out about this time every year are presented after Christmas vacation.
Nora Chipman '47; Left Fullback—
Off-Campus
"White Christmas" and "Let's Start
Helen Boulter presided at the infor- Tues., Jan. 8, 4:30—North Estabrooke Esther Libby '46; Center Halfback—
the New Year Right."
Peg Jameson '46; Right Fullback—
mal meeting of the Spanish Club held
vs. The Elms
Tuesday evening in the North Esta- Thurs., Jan. 10, 4:30—Balentine Little Lucia Packard '46; Right Halfback—
Gerry Rawcliff '46; Goalie—Barbara
•
• brooke rec room. Neuberto Newmann, Bullets vs. Kappa Sigma House
Complete selection of
a native of Buenos Aires. taught the Fri., Jan. 11, 4:30—South Estabrooke Gammell '49.
Popular and Classical
members a Spanish tango and some
vs. Sigma Chi House
The All-Maine Reserve Team was
games.
Sat., Jan. 12. 10:00—Phi Eta Kappa chosen as follows: Left Wing—Morna
RECORDS and ALBUMS
vs. Kappa Sigma House
Kimball '48; Left Inner—Mary SpangA Spanish Club Christmas party, to
'Penobscot Indian
be held Tuesday, December 11, from Sat., Jan. 12, 11:00—Balentine Slick ler '46; Center Forward—Bonnie AnChicks vs. South Estabrooke
drews '48; Right Inner—Betty Ray
Trading 'Post
7:30 to 9:00 in the North Estabrooke
rec room was planned. Refreshments Tues., Jan. 15, 4:30—Balentine Slick '47; Right Wing—Jackie Brown '47;
OLD TOWN, MAINE
Chicks vs. The Elms
Left Halfback—Gloria Lombard '46;
will be served and Inez Mackinnon
will lead the group in singing Christ- Thurs.. Jan. 17. 4:30—Alumnae vs. Left Fullback—Fay Jones '47; CenColvin Hall
ter Halfback—Evelyn Ellsworth '49;
mas carols. All Spanish students having a rank of 'B' or above are invited. Fri.. Jan. 18, 3:30—Off-Campus vs. Right Fullback—Amy Thomas '48;
Alumnae
Right Halfback—Mary Smith '46;
Fri. Jan. 18, 4:30—Delta Tau Delta Goalie—Marilyn Kabrin '49.
NOTICE
vs. North Estabrooke
Tryouts for the Maine Radio Sat.. Jan. 19, 10:00—Delta Tau Delta
Photos for Christmas
NOTICE
Guild broadcasts will be held at
vs. South Estabrooke
21 No. Main St., Old Town, Me.
eight o'clock on Wednesday. Dec. Sat.. Jan. 19, 11:00—The Elms vs.
Christmas vacation for all students
12, in Room 275 Stevens.
Sigma Chi
starts Saturday noon, December 15,
Tues., Jan. 22, 4:30—Off-Campus vs. and terminates at 8:00 o'clock.
Phi Eta Kappa
1Wednesday. January 2. Students
' with Friday afternoon and Saturday
Patronize Our Advertisers
morning classes are reminded of
the penalty received for unauthorized absences during the period
twenty-four
hours before or after a
Psica With RIG Th!rsts
vacation. Authorized absences shall
not be gken except for very unusual circumstances, and students
Home Cooked Food
not attending a class during this
period without an authorized abOld Town, Me.
sence shall be dropepd from that
course.

Sports Spiel
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MYERS STUDIO

Dec. 5-6
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"FRESH LIP"
OF THE JOB

ALL WOOL

*No matter how big ...
don't let thirst slow you
down. "Fresh up" with a
chilled bottle 0(7-Up on
the job. Thirst stops ...
Work goes!

SWEATER

5.98
A gift that hi

ill long

of l00°-,

"Fresh
Up"

irgin %%ool that

gi‘e 'dent of isarenth

Telt

and v4ear. Colors: luggage

with...

and tan. Sizes 36-44.

Dvorak

STER1*.

la Ryan
10.(1,A

Distributed by
C. LEARY & Co.

I

BRYANT'S
JEWELERS
OF BANGOR
46 Main St

Maine's finer store

for Diamonds
for the past 52 years

I

•

remember 'on for. \\ in

illy Burke

t111Itl

I

TOWLE'S CAFE

On YOUR Job...

se. 12-13

Seal Awards Feature Rally;
Field Hockey Season Closes

Brevities .

)41?
au can broaden
;cholarship, soadership.
tt to be exclu-
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l'o highlight her Christmas gift—gifts that match her taste—we
ha", a e
plete line of Dara% Tabu and Platine; Adrian's Saint
and Si lllll
Ann Haviland's Perhaps, Lily of the Valley, and Wood
Violet: Retie Thornton's Wlite Orchid; Schiaparelli's Shocking,
Sleeping. and Saint; Chanel 22, Russian Leather. and Gardenia:
Henri Rendel's Checkmate and Etoile-filante: Sztit.-ge., 10 Wegt.
and other favorites.
All at

The RINES COMPANY
43 Main St.

Bangor. Nly.

THE MAINE CAMPUS
great. Perhaps for some students it
Christmas Vespers - might work. But neither you, nor
(Continued from Page One)
anybody else, can ever clamp an ideal
down upon a college campus, or upon
and outside. Our library and the BanI Overture
gor Public Library have ample sup- society in general. Plato tried i
II Chorus: For Us A Child Is Born
plies of books covering many shades Democracy thrives on the notion that III Bass Aria: So Appears Thy
Does that elated feeling that comes Roller skating was a lot of fun, too.
of numerous subjects—political theory the broader the thinking base of sociNatal Day
as you walk out of your last Friday And how about some sleigh rides? On
to making hooked rugs.
ety, the better the operation of that IV Chorus: Laud We the Name of class take a nose dive when you start the more serious side, I suggest SunGod Most Holy
But, because of the cloud of admit- society will be.
evening candlelight vesper serV Soprano Aria: Lord, My Thanks considering the possibilities of how to day
tedly light material printed in Campus,
fine
a
pretty
students
are
Maine
vices
to be held once a month.
week-end
hours?
precious
those
spend
To
Thee
GI has lost sight of the facilities prothoroughly Ameri- VI Contralto Recitative and Aria:
vided here for gaining knowledge. One bunch. They are
Since the close of football season, Few women eat supper in the dorms
can. Anybody is entitled to an opinion.
Lord, I Sing Thy Name For- the social activities on campus during on Sunday nights, so why couldn't
believes that, were Campus to publish
But when someone tries to prevent
ever
the week ends have been getting sparse. they turn it into a men's night and ask
highly intellectual material interesting
free expression of opinion—ask us of VII Chorus: 0 Praised Be God,
All during the week we dash from their dates to stay for supper. And
to GI, the clouds would vanish and the
the Campus staff—the students put up
Alleluia
club to club. Why, if these organiza- how about starting a few tournaments
golden towers of knowledge would
a howl. And anybody can direct his Carol: Joy To The World. Handel tions can be so active on weekdays,
again enter GI's view.
with teams of couples? Bowling,
own life, within reason. Try to call Congregation, Glee Clubs, Orchestra
can't they plan a few things for the bridge, and ping pong tournaments
How short-sighted, mister GI, that cadence here, and we are proud to
Carol:
Benedictory
fun of it for the week ends?
could be easily organized and sponfrom your ramparts you would so say that the result would be chaotic;
Gruber
Silent Night
For winter sports enthusiasts the sored by a dormitory. Let's start things
casually stamp out the lighter side of like a paying-off slot-machine, all
Glee Clubs
Outing Club has planned a full pro- rolling. Week ends are too few to
college life. You appear to admire numbers would ring out at once. We
Ensemble
:
Brass
Postlude
gram of skiing, skating, and toboggan- spend struggling to get on and off a
Socrates. Would that great master have different tastes, ambitions, and
ing with week-end trips to Bald and crowded bus on the way to see a medihave attempted to create an intellectu- backgrounds. We will leave Maine to
NOTICE
King's mountains, ski lessons, and ocre war movie in our neighboring
al calculus, like you seem to desire, add ourselves to a democratic, adult
"wherein the most important things society. IVe don't want to be turned
Freshman Club elections were held even ski joring. The rest of us would Queen City.
come first"? Certainly not.
out,.row after row, beautifully discip- last night. Bruce Folsom was elected enjoy more of those Friday night stag
Key to all television operation, acIt is yet to be proven whether the lined into any one pattern. We do not president; Don Blake, vice president; dances. A variation would be a jam
spirit of teamwork developed at a stu- at all wish to be scholars; we do not Charlotte Alex, secretary; and Carol session in which everyone who can toot cording to Westinghouse engineers, is
a trumpet or strum a gee-tar would persistence of vision—the common opRobbins, treasurer.
dent rally is any less important in the all intend to be engineers.
attended
The
by
meeting,
over
a
participate. Jitterbuggers would cer- tical characteristic which enables the
development of individual character
Sandy
hundred freshmen, featured music in- tainly appreciate a little music along eye to retain what has been seen for a
than the spirit of knowledge gained
terpretation by Dr. Andrew Banning, this line, and the more staid among us fraction of a second after the image
through reading in the library—and,
NOTICE
of the Bangor Theological Seminary. like to at least listen to a little jive. has been removed.
granted, vice-versa. Surely you would
not assign extracurricular activity a Prisms may be ordered next week
completely peripheral position in the in the dormitories. The dorm repsss
educational community. It is through resentatives %ill contact everybody
the conscious expression of himself before vacation.
through the opportimities provided by
out-of-class groups, that the student
really learns. Is it shocking for your
Wise Stop at...
intellectual highness to hear that reading Locke does not make a democrat?
BANGOR * * *MAINE
Merely reading a book does not guaranrirT Maine Foods
antee learning its contents. Practice.
Cheery Rooms from $1.75
living in accord with what one learns.
5 min. from R. R. Station
Welcome'
teaches.
No. Sir GT. yol:r ideal for ynu is

Some Sterling Suggestions
To Replace That Weekend Lull

Correspondence - , Continued from Page Two)

The Travel

BANGOR HOUSE

•

(1 hrhtinai
"s0

is just around the corner. Fine portraits will
solve your gift problems for you. Frames and
leather folders to make complete the gift that
only you can give.

TED NEWHALL
Photographer
Katandin Bldg.

4tikw4r*
Orono 2059

•

'You can get all
the gifts you

WITH THE THREE FIRSTS
IN SMOKING PLEASURE

need at

FREESE'S
IN BANGOR

Chesterfield's gay Christmas
carton is a beauty... just the thing
I, BET/ER TASTING to say "Merry Christmas" to your
)
, COOLER SMOKING classmates and to top off the
bundles for those at home.

ALWAYS MILDER

6

And there's nothing finer than what's inside,
for Chesterfield's Right Combination . . . World's Best
Tobaccos gives you all the benefits of smoking pleasure.
They're givable,_ acceptable and enjoyable

---///
ZWAYS
COpplell 1945.
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'
)
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